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1. INTRODUCTION
Let G be a finite group and let p be a prime number. A chain
C xU0 < U1 < · · · < Um
of p-subgroups of G is called radical if U0 = OpG and
Ui = Op
 i\
j=0
NGUj

for all i with 1 ≤ i ≤ m:
For such a p-chain C we denote
Tm
j=0NGUj by NGC, and by C we
denote the length m of C. Moreover, for a given p-block B of G and a
non-negative integer d, let IrrNGC; B; d denote the set of irreducible
characters χ of NGC, such that χ belongs to a block of NGC inducing
B and such that pd is the highest power of p dividing NGC/χ1, that is,
χ has defect d. Note that if two radical p-chains C and C ′ are G-conjugate
then IrrNGC; B; d = IrrNGC ′; B; d for all B and d. In [1] Dade
gives the following conjecture.
Conjecture 1 (Dade’s ordinary conjecture). Suppose that a finite group
G satisfies OpG = 1 and that a p-block B of G is not of defect 0. ThenX′−1CIrrNGC; B; d = 0 (1-1)
for all d > 0, where
P′ denotes the sum over a set of representatives of
the G-conjugacy classes of radical p-chains of G.
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Let GLn; q be the general linear group of degree n over the finite field
q with q elements, where q = pe is a power of the prime p. Moreover,
for a positive integer h dividing q− 1, let
Lhn; q = x ∈ GLn; qdetxh = 1 = Kerdeth;
where deth means dethx = detxh. In particular, Lq−1n; q is GLn; q
and L1n; q is the special linear group SLn; q. In general, Lhn; q sat-
isfies
GLn; q Ä Lhn; q Ä SLn; q:
Moreover, we denote by PLhn; q the factor group of Lhn; q modulo its
center ZLhn; q. In particular, PL1n; q is the projective special linear
group PSLn; q.
In this paper we give a proof of the ordinary conjecture for Lhn; q
and PLhn; q in the defining characteristic. The proof is similar to or in a
certain sense parallel to those for GLn; q. In other words, we modify it
in order to give the proof for our case. However, we mention the results in
[6] with no detail. Thus the readers are advised to read [6] also.
2. PRELIMINARIES
2.1. Radical p-chains
For convenience, we write NU in H = NHU = NGU ∩H for sub-
groups H and U of G. In this notation, for a subgroup H of G and a
p-chain C xU0 < · · · < Um of G, the definition of a radical p-chain may be
rewritten as
U0 = OpG and
Ui = Op

N

Ui in
i−1\
k=0
NGUk

for all i with 1 ≤ i ≤ m:
Proposition 2.1. Let G be a finite group and let H be a subgroup of G.
If H contains all p-subgroups of G and satisfies OpG = OpH, then any
radical p-chain of H is a radical p-chain of G.
Proof. Let C xU0 < · · · < Um be a radical p-chain of H. By the as-
sumption, U0 = OpG. Let Gi =
Ti
k=0NGUk for 0 ≤ i < m. Then
Ui+1 = OpNUi+1 in Gi ∩H. By the assumption we have
OpNUi+1 in Gi Ã H ∩NUi+1 in Gi = NUi+1 in Gi ∩H:
So we have Ui+1 ≤ OpNUi+1 in Gi ≤ OpNUi+1 in Gi ∩H = Ui+1.
Consequently we have Ui+1 = OpNUi+1 in Gi for any 0 ≤ i ≤ m − 1.
Thus C is a radical p-chain of G.
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2.2. Partitions
Let µ = al11 ; al22 ; : : : ; alδδ  be a partition of n. Here we assume a1 >
a2 > · · · > aδ > 0 and li 6= 0 is the multiplicity of ai as a part of µ. (Thus
n = l1a1+ l2a2 + · · · + lδaδ.) For convenience sake, we also write µ = jmj ,
where mai = li for all i with 1 ≤ i ≤ δ, and mj = 0 if j 6= ai for any i. For
two partitions µ1 = jm
′
j  and µ2 = jm
′′
j , we denote jm′j+m′′j  by µ1 ∪ µ2.
We write µ ` n to indicate that µ is a partition of n. Moreover lµ =P
li =
P
mj is the length of µ, δµ = δ = jmj 6= 0 is the number of
distinct parts in µ,
n′µ =
δX
i=1

ai
2

li;
αµ = gcda1; a2; : : : ; aδ;
and
λµ = gcdl1; l2; : : : ; lδ:
Notice that αµ and λµ are divisors of n. We denote
λsµ = gcd

s − 1+ l1; s − 1+ l1 + l2; : : : ; s − 1+
δX
i=1
li

:
Then we have λ1µ = λµ.
Let Pn be the set of partitions of a non-negative integer n. Here we
regard (0) as the only partition of 0 and define l0 = δ0 = 0. Let
P˜n =
Sn
i=0 Pi. For a divisor s of n, we denote by Pns the set of partitions
µ = asl11 ; : : : ; aslδδ  of n, and let P˜ns =
Sn/s
i=0 Psis:
2.3. On a Direct Product of ∗q’s
For a divisor h of q− 1, denote by Ch the subgroup of the multiplicative
group ∗q of q of order h.
Lemma 2.2. (1) [6, Lemma 2.5] Let ai 1 ≤ i ≤ δ be positive integers,
a ∈ ∗q, and α = gcda1; : : : ; aδ. Then
x1; x2; : : : ; xδ ∈ ∗qδ xa11 xa22 · · ·xaδδ = a = q− 1δ−1βα; a;
where βα; a is the number of solutions in ∗q to the equation xα = a, i.e.,
βα; a =

gcdq− 1; α if a ∈ Cq−1/gcdq−1;α,
0 otherwise:
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(2) For a ∈ ∗q and positive integers A and B, we haveX
a1; a2∈∗q
a=a1a2
βA;a1βB; a2 = x; y ∈ 2q xAyB = a
= q− 1βgcdA;B; a:
For a finite group G, a normal subgroup H of G, θ ∈ IrrG, and ζ ∈
IrrH, we denote by IrrHθ the set of irreducible constituents of the
restriction of θ to H, by IrrGζ the set of irreducible characters of G
such that their restrictions to H contain ζ as a constituent, and by TGζ
the stabilizer of ζ in G.
The following lemma is a consequence of Clifford theory.
Lemma 2.3 [7, Lemma 2.5]. Let G be a finite group and let H be a nor-
mal subgroup of G. If G/H is cyclic then the following hold.
(1) The restrictions of irreducible characters of G to H are multiplicity-
free.
(2) Two irreducible characters of G either have the same restrictions to
H or have restrictions without common irreducible constituents.
In the condition of the above lemma, the number of irreducible con-
stituents of the restriction of θ ∈ IrrG to H is equal to IrrHθ.
Lemma 2.4. For 1 ≤ i ≤ 2, let Gi be a finite group and let a homomor-
phism φix Gi → ∗q satisfy Imφi = Chi . Let G = G1 ×G2 and
H = x1; x2 ∈ G φ1x1φ2x2 = 1:
Let χi ∈ IrrGi and suppose that χiKerφi has mi irreducible constituents.
Then χ1χ2H has
gcdm1q− 1/h1;m2q− 1/h2
gcdq− 1/h1; q− 1/h2
irreducible constituents.
Proof. Let S = Kerφ1 × Kerφ2. Then χ1χ2S has m1m2 irre-
ducible constituents, and the multiplicity of any irreducible constituent
of χ1χ2S is 1 by Lemma 2.3(1). Thus, the number of irreducible con-
stituents of χ1χ2H is equal to the number of H-orbits of irreducible
constituents of χ1χ2S .
The stabilizer of any irreducible constituent of χiKerφi in Gi is Ti =x ∈ Gi φix ∈ Chi/mi. Therefore the stabilizer T of any irreducible con-
stituent of χ1χ2S is T1 × T2. Here, we have
H/T ∩H = H/S/T/S ∩H/S
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and
H/S ' y1; y2 ∈ Ch1 × Ch2  y1y2 = 1:
By Lemma 2.2, we have
H/S = h1h2q− 12 x1; x2 ∈ 
∗
q2 xq−1/h11 xq−1/h22 = 1
= h1h2 gcdq− 1/h1; q− 1/h2q− 1 :
On the other hand,
T/S = Ch1/m1 × Ch2/m2 :
Thus, the order of T/S ∩ H/S is the number of solutions in T/S to the
equation y1y2 = 1. Here we have,
y1y2 ∈ F∗q yi ∈ Chi/mi = Cq−1/gcdq−1m1/h1;q−1m2/h2:
Therefore
T/S ∩H/S = h1h2
m1m2
gcdq− 1m1/h1; q− 1m2/h2
q− 1 :
So, we have
H/T ∩H = m1m2
gcdq− 1/h1; q− 1/h2
gcdq− 1m1/h1; q− 1m2/h2
:
Note that H acts on the set of irreducible constituents of χ1χ2S
and any H-orbit has H/T ∩ H elements. Therefore, the number of
H-orbits is
m1m2
H/T ∩H =
gcdq− 1m1/h1; q− 1m2/h2
gcdq− 1/h1; q− 1/h2
:
We remark that, by Clifford theory, we have mi  hi. Thus q− 1mi/hi 
q− 1.
Theorem 2.5. Let P and M be finite groups and let G = P n M . Let
H be a normal subgroup of G such that H contains M and G/H is a cyclic
group.
(1) Let ζ ∈ IrrM be of degree 1. Then ζ is extendible to an irreducible
character ζ˜ of T = TGζ, and we have
IrrGζ = θζ˜G  θ ∈ IrrT/M:
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(2) For θ ∈ IrrT/M, we have
IrrH  θζ˜G = TH\G  IrrTHζθ:
Proof. (1) Refer to Theorem 5.12 in Chapter 3 of [5].
(2) By the Mackey decomposition theorem, we have
θζ˜GH =
X
t∈TH\G
θζ˜t T t∩HH
= X
t∈TH\G
θTHζζ˜THζtH:
For θ′ ∈ IrrTHζθ, θ′ζ˜THζH is irreducible by (1). Thus the assertion
is true.
3. A REDUCTION OF DADE’S CONJECTURE FOR Lhn; q
The term “a standard parabolic subgroup” of Lhn; q means that the
parabolic subgroup contains the subgroup of lower triangular matrices in
Lhn; q. Any parabolic subgroup is conjugate to a standard parabolic sub-
group. It is well known that the Weyl group of Lhn; q is isomorphic to the
symmetric group on n letters and generated by the set In of distinguished
reflexions. We may identify In with the set 1; 2; : : : ; n − 1 and then the
standard parabolic subgroups are parametrized by subsets of In. Indeed,
letting PZ be the subgroup of lower triangular matrices in Lhn; q, then,
given a subset J of In, the standard parabolic subgroup corresponding to
J is precisely PJ = PZWJPZ. Here WJ is the subgroup of the Weyl group
generated by J. (Notice that PZ = PZWZPZ.) The unipotent radical of PJ
is UJ = OpPJ. Given n; q, and J, the subgroup UJ of Lhn; q does not
depend on the choice of h. When we need to refer to h and n, we write
PJ = PJLhn; q and UJ = UJLhn; q. Notice that PJLhn; q is a
normal subgroup of PJGLn; q.
Any p-subgroup of GLn; q is also a subgroup of Lhn; q. Moreover
we have OpGLn; q = OpLhn; q = 1. Thus by Proposition 2.1, any
radical p-chains of Lhn; q is a radical p-chain of GLn; q. Conversely,
any radical p-chain of GLn; q is GLn; q-conjugate to a p-chain of
unipotent radicals UJ = OpPJ of PJ ’s (see [6, p. 361]). Any p-chain of
unipotent radicals of PJ ’s is also a radical p-chain of Lhn; q. Moreover,
diagx; 1; : : : ; 1 ∈ GLn; q, for any x ∈ ∗q, stabilizes any UJ . Therefore
any radical p-chain of GLn; q is Lhn; q-conjugate to a radical p-chain
of Lhn; q. If we fix the Borel subgroup, we may write a representative of
any radical p-chain C of Lhn; q by
1 < UJ1 < UJ2 < · · · < UJm;
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with subsets J1 ⊂ J2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Jm ⊂ In, and if any two such chains are
Lhn; q-conjugate then they are equal. Moreover NLhn; qC = PJm .
Therefore, by a standard argument (see [4, p. 58]), the equation (1-1) of
conjecture 1 for Lhn; q is equivalent toX
J⊆In
−1In\JIrrPJ; B; d = 0: (3-1)
Now we consider the block distribution (see [7, Section 3.3]). Lhn; q
has h blocks of defect 0, gcdq − 1; nh blocks of defect enn− 1/2 (i.e.,
the maximal defect), and no other blocks. An irreducible character is of
defect 0, i.e., its p-part of degree is equal to enn − 1/2, if and only if
it belongs to a block of defect 0. Moreover we can determine the distri-
bution of irreducible characters of positive defect to p-blocks by looking
at the character values at ZLhn; q, namely, two irreducible characters
which are not of defect 0 belong to the same p-block if and only if their
restrictions to ZLhn; q are multiples of the same irreducible character
of ZLhn; q.
By [6, Lemma 2.1(1)], for any J ( In, PJ = PJLhn; q has
gcdq − 1; nh blocks, and concerning the block distribution, the same
as for Lhn; q holds also for PJ . We denote by BPJ; ρ the block of PJ
consisting of all irreducible characters whose restrictions to the center are
multiples of an irreducible character ρ of ZLhn; q ' ZPJ.
By [6, Lemma 2.1(2)], BPJ; ρLhn; q is defined and of maximal de-
fect. Moreover, BPJ; ρLhn; q consists of characters whose restrictions to
ZLhn; q are multiples of ρ. We denote it by BLhn; q; ρ = BPIn; ρ.
For any J ⊂ In and an irreducible character of PJ having the p-part of
its degree equal to pi, the defect of the character is equal to enn− 1/2−
i. Hence, denoting by IrrBPJ; ρ; i the set of irreducible characters in
BPJ; ρ having the p-part of their degree equal to pi, we see that the
ordinary conjecture for BLhn; q; ρ is equivalent toX
J⊆In
−1In\JIrrBPJ; ρ; i = 0 (3-2)
for all i.
Let us denote by IrrBPJLhn; q; ρ; i; j the set of irreducible char-
acters χ in IrrBPJLhn; q; ρ; i such that the PJGLn; q-orbit con-
taining χ has j elements. Then the following condition implies (3-2):
For any integers i; j and any ρ ∈ IrrZLhn; q,X
J⊆In
−1In\JIrrBPJ; ρ; i; j = 0: (3-3)
(This is equivalent to “Dade’s invariant conjecture” for Lhn; q with the
usual action by GLn; q [2].)
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For a set BJ of irreducible characters of PJGLn; q and a homomor-
phism φx PJGLn; q → ∗q, we denote by IrrBJ; i;φ; j the set of char-
acters in BJ such that the p-parts of their degrees are equal to pi and such
that their restrictions to Kerφ have j irreducible constituents. Let us de-
note by BJh; ρ the set of irreducible characters of PJGLn; q such
that their restrictions to PJLhn; q belong to BPJLhn; q; ρ. Then
IrrBJh; ρ; i; deth; j is the set of irreducible characters of PJGLn; q
such that the irreducible constituents of their restrictions to PJLhn; q
belong to IrrBPJLhn; q; ρ; i; j. By Clifford theory, (3-3) is equiva-
lent to the following:
For any integers i; j and any ρ ∈ IrrZLhn; q,X
J⊆In
−1In\JIrrBJh; ρ; i; deth; j = 0: (3-4)
Moreover, for ρ ∈ IrrZLhn; q, we have
BJh; ρ =
[
ρ′∈IrrZGLn;q
ρ′ ZLhn;q=ρ
BPJGLn; q; ρ′ (disjoint):
Therefore, the following implies (3-4):
For any integers i; j and any ρ ∈ IrrZGLn; q,X
J⊆In
−1In\JIrrBPJGLn; q; ρ; i; deth; j = 0: (3-5)
Here, we have a disjoint union
IrrBPJGLn; q; ρ; i; deth; j
= [
j′>0
j=gcdq−1/h; j′
IrrBPJGLn; q; ρ; i; det; j′;
where the union means that we join over all positive integers j′ with j =
gcdq− 1/h; j′.
Therefore, in order to prove (3-5) in general, it suffices to prove it for
h = 1.
Moreover, we definefIrrBJ; i;φ; j = [
j′>0
jj′
IrrBJ; i;φ; j′:
Then, the following is equivalent to (3-5) for h = 1:
For any integers i; j and any ρ ∈ IrrZGLn; q,X
J⊆In
−1In\JfIrrBPJGLn; q; ρ; i; det; j = 0: (3-6)
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For convenience, we denote by B¯PJ; ρ the set of all irreducible char-
acters of PJGLn; q whose restrictions to ZGLn; q are multiples of
ρ. If J ( I, then B¯PJ; ρ = BPJ; ρ. On the other hand, BPIn; ρ is the
subset of B¯PIn; ρ consisting of all irreducible characters such that the p-
parts of their degrees are less than enn − 1/2. Irreducible characters in
B¯PIn; ρ such that the p-parts of their degrees are enn− 1/2 belong to
blocks of defect 0, and no irreducible character in B¯PIn; ρ such that the
p-part of their degree is more than enn − 1/2 exist. Moreover we write
kPJ; ρ; i;φ; j = fIrrB¯PJ; ρ; i; φ; j.
We fix an isomorphism ∗q ' Irr∗q and identify Z = ZGLn; q with
∗q naturally. For each ρ ∈ IrrZ we denote by aρ the element in ∗q corre-
sponding to ρ by the above isomorphism. Then the key result in this paper
is the following:
Theorem 3.1. For any non-negative integer i, any positive integer j, and
any ρ ∈ IrrZ, the following hold:
X
J⊆In
−1In\JkPJ; ρ; i; det; j =

βn; aρ if i = e
(
n
2

and j = 1;
0 otherwise.
Corollary 3.2. For any non-negative integer i, any positive integer j, any
divisor h of q− 1, and any ρ ∈ IrrZ, the following hold:
X
J⊆In
−1In\JkPJ; ρ; i; deth; j =

βn; aρ if i = e
(
n
2

and j = 1;
0 otherwise.
Moreover, for ρ′ ∈ ZLhn; q we haveX
J⊆In
−1In\JIrrBJh; ρ′; i; deth; j = 0:
Therefore, the ordinary conjecture is true for any block of positive defect of
Lhn; q in the defining characteristic.
For the trivial character 1 ∈ IrrZ, BSLn; q; 1 is the set of irre-
ducible characters of non-zero defect of SLn; q such that restrictions of
those to ZLh are equal to multiples of the trivial character. So these char-
acters are regarded as characters of SLn; q/ZSLn; q = PSLn; q.
Therefore, we can identify BSLn; q; 1 with the unique p-block B0 of
maximal defect of PSLn; q.
Corollary 3.3. The ordinary conjecture is true for the (unique) block B0
of positive defect of PSLn; q in the defining characteristic.
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4. A PARAMETRIZATION OF THE CHARACTERS OF Lh
As Section 3.2 in [7], we can identify IrrGLn; q with the set of se-
quences h1; h2; : : : of monic polynomials over q which satisfy the follow-
ing.
(1) The constant term of each hi does not equal 0, and
(2)
P
j j deghj = n, i.e., µ = jdeghj is a partition of n.
For a given partition µ of n, if h1; h2; : : : satisfies jdeghj = µ, then we
call the character corresponding to h1; h2; : : : µ-type. The p-part of the
degree of any character of µ-type is equal to qn
′µ = pen′µ [3].
For a partition µ of n, an irreducible character ρ of ∗q, and a positive
integer s, we denote by fIrrGL;ρ;µ; s the set of µ-type irreducible char-
acters χ in B¯GLn; q; ρ satisfying that the restriction of χ to SLn; q
has s′ irreducible constituents for some s′ ≥ s with ss′.
Then, by [7, Lemma 4.1(1)], we have the following.
Lemma 4.1.
fIrrGL;ρ;µ; s =
8><>:
qlµ/s−δµq− 1δµ−1βαµ; aρ
if s  gcdq− 1; λµ,
0 otherwise.
Here, we remark that if the restriction of a character of µ-type to
SLn; q has s irreducible constituents, then s is a divisor of gcdq −
1; λµ. Thus, in this case, we have µ ∈ Pns. The next assertion is trivial
by Lemma 4.1.
Corollary 4.2. For any non-negative integer i, any positive integer s, and
any ρ ∈ IrrZGLn; q, it holds that
kGLn; q; ρ; i; det; s
= X
µ∈Pn
en′µ=i
sgcdq−1;λµ
qlµ/s−δµq− 1δµ−1βαµ; aρ;
where the sum means that we sum up over all partitions µ ∈ Pn such that
en′µ = i and s divides gcdq− 1; λµ.
5. ACTIONS OF PARABOLIC SUBGROUPS
Let m and n be positive integers, M the additive group of m× n matrices
over q. For every i; j we denote by Eij the i; j-matrix unit in M , the
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element of M which has only one non-zero entry 1 at the i; j-coordinate.
For a matrix A, we denote by tA the transposed matrix of A.
Let G = PJ ×GLm;q and G′ = tPJ ×GLm;q, where PJ is a fixed
standard parabolic subgroup of GLn; q. Moreover, for an integer s, we
set
Gs = g1; g2 ∈ Gdetg1sdetg2 = 1
and
G′s = g1; g2 ∈ G′detg1sdetg2 = 1:
Each element g1; g2 of G acts on M by
mg1; g2 = g−12 mg1 for all m ∈M:
In this section, we determine a complete set of representatives of Gs-
orbits in IrrM and compute the stabilizers of those representatives. Here
we note that if aij ∈ PJ and k /∈ J, then at ′t = 0 for all t and t ′ with
1 ≤ t ′ ≤ k < t ≤ n.
Fix a faithful homomorphism θx p → \0 = ∗, a character of the
additive group p with Ker θ = 0. Let eij denote the map from M to ∗
defined by
eijaEi′j′  =

θ ◦ T a if i′; j′ = i; j;
1 otherwise,
where T x q → p is the usual trace map and a ∈ q. It is easy to see
that eij is a character of M . Moreover, for D = dij ∈ M and x ∈ M , let
eDx =
Q
i; j eijdijx. Then we have eD ∈ IrrM, and the map D→ eD is
a bijection from M to IrrM. Here, for g = g1; g2 ∈ G, we have egD = eD′
with D′ = tg2Dtg−11 . So, in order to study the action of Gs on IrrM, it
suffices to look at the action of G′s on M instead.
For any r with 1 ≤ r ≤ minm;n, we denote by 6r the set of injective
maps σ x 1; : : : ; r → 1; : : : ; n satisfying the condition σ1 < σ2 <
· · · < σr and if σt ∈ J, then t < r and σt + 1 = σt + 1. For any r
with 1 ≤ r ≤ minm;n and σ ∈ 6r , let mrσ be the element in M given by
mrσ =
rX
t=1
Etσt:
We denote erσ = emrσ and let e0 be the trivial character of IrrM. Then
we have the following.
Proposition 5.1 [6, Proposition 4.3]. The trivial character e0 and
erσ  1 ≤ r ≤ minm;n; σ ∈ 6r give a set of representatives of G-orbits in
IrrM.
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For convenience, we define σ0x Z → 1; 2; : : : ; n and e0σ0 = e0. More-
over, we set 60 = σ0. Then a set of representatives of G-orbits in IrrM
is erσ  0 ≤ r ≤ minm;n; σ ∈ 6r.
We now consider the stabilizer of each representative. The stabilizer of
e0 is G. Fix erσ with 1 ≤ r ≤ minm;n and σ ∈ 6r . For g = A;B =
aij; bij−1 ∈ G let A′ and B′ be the r × r-submatrices of aij and
bij, respectively, formed by the σt ′; σt- and t; t ′-entries of aij
and bij, respectively, with 1 ≤ t; t ′ ≤ r. If m = n = r, we have A′ =
aij = A and B′ = bij = B−1. Then we have:
Lemma 5.2 [6, Lemma 4.4]. In the notation above, g ∈ G stabilizes erσ if
and only if the following hold:
(a) A′B′ is the identity matrix;
(b) aij = 0 if i /∈ σ1; : : : ; r and j ∈ σ1; : : : ; r;
(c) bij = 0 if 1 ≤ i ≤ r < j ≤ n.
Note that, if n = m = r, 6r consists of a single element. Then we have
the following.
Proposition 5.3. For σ ∈ 6r , we denote by T the stabilizer of erσ in G.
Then we have
G/GsT  =

gcdq− 1; s + 1 if n = m = r,
1 otherwise.
Proof. We define a homomorphism φsx G → ∗q by φsx1; x2 =
detx1sdetx2. Then Gs = Kerφs.
If n = m = r, we have T = A;A ∈ G by Lemma 5.2. Therefore
φsT =Cq−1/gcdq−1; s+1 and GsT =x ∈ Gφsx ∈ Cq−1/gcdq−1; s+1.
Then we have
G/GsT  = φsG/φsGsT 
= Cq−1/Cq−1/gcdq−1; s+1 = gcdq− 1; s + 1:
Otherwise, we have φsT  = Cq−1. Therefore GsT = G. Thus we have
G/GsT  = 1.
6. PROOF OF THEOREM 3.1
For J ( In, let k be the largest integer satisfying k ∈ In\J, and let
J ′ = In\k and J ′′ = J ∩ 1; : : : ; k − 1. Then, regarding J ′′ as the set
of distinguished generators of the Weyl group of GLk; q, we have
PJ/UJ ′ ' PJ ′′ GLk; q ×GLn− k; q: (6-1)
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Moreover, UJ ′ is isomorphic to the additive group of the n− k × k-matrix
algebra over q, and the action of PJ/UJ ′ on UJ ′ is easily seen to be the
same as the action described in the beginning of the previous section. Then
PJ is the semidirect product PJ/UJ ′  n UJ ′ .
We define a homomorphism φJ;sx PJ→ ∗q by φJ;sx= detx1sdetx2
for x ∈ PJ if xUJ ′ corresponds to x1; x2 by the isomorphism (6-1). Then
KerφJ; s/UJ ′ is isomorphic to Gs in the previous section.
Hence we can use the result there. Namely we can take characters of UJ ′
represented as erσ as representatives of PJ-orbits.
First fix two positive integers k and r with 0 ≤ r ≤ mink; n − k. Let
6k;r be the set of maps σ x 1; 2; : : : ; r → 1; 2; : : : ; k with
σ1 < σ2 < · · · < σr:
For r = 0, for convenience, we define 6k; 0 = σ0. Moreover, we define
σr x 1; : : : ; r → 1; : : : ; k as σrt = t for any 1 ≤ t ≤ r.
Let us denote by Jk the set of subsets J of In = 1; 2; : : : ; n − 1 such
that k is the largest element of In\J. Moreover, let us denote by Jk; r; σ the
set of J ∈ Jk such that, if σt ∈ J, then t < r and σt + 1 = σt+ 1. Then
Jk; r; σ is the set of subsets in Jk such that erσ is a well defined representative
of a PJ-orbit of irreducible characters of UJ ′ . If r = 0, then we regard
Jk; r; σ = Jk.
For J ∈ Jk;r;σ , we denote by kPJ; ρ; i;φJ; s; j; erσ the number of char-
acters χ of B¯J; ρ satisfying
(1) the restriction of χ to UJ ′ contains erσ ,
(2) the p-part of the degree of χ is pi, and
(3) the restriction of χ to KerφJ; s has j′ irreducible constituents
with j  j′.
Then, for any k and r with 0 ≤ r ≤ mink; n− k, we haveX
J∈Jk
X
σ∈6r
kPJ; ρ; i;φJ; s; j; erσ =
X
σ∈6k; r
X
J∈Jk; r; σ
kPJ; ρ; i;φJ; s; j; erσ;
where 6r is defined by J ′′ as in the previous section.
By Theorem 2.5(1),
IrrPJ  erσ = θe˜rσPJ  θ ∈ IrrTPJ erσ/UJ ′ ;
where e˜rσ is an extension of erσ to TPJ erσ. Here ZPJ is contained in
TPJ erσ and UJ ′ ∩ZPJ = 1. So we may take e˜rσ as e˜rσ ZPJ = 1, and then
we have θe˜rσPJ ZPJ = θZPJ. Thus, by Theorem 2.5(2) and Proposition
5.3, we have
kPJ; ρ; i;φJ; s; j; erσ = fIrrB¯TPJ erσ/UJ ′; ρ; i− i′; φJ; s; j′; (6-2)
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where pi
′
is the p-part of PJ/TPJ erσ and j′ is the least positive integer
satisfying j divides j′ · PJ/KerφJ; sTPJ erσ, i.e.,
j′ =

j/gcdq− 1; s + 1; j if k = n− k = r,
j otherwise.
Lemma 6.1. For σ satisfying σt 6= t for some t with 1 ≤ t ≤ r, we haveX
J∈Jk; r; σ
−1In\JkPJ; ρ; i;φJ; s; j; erσ = 0:
Proof. If k = r, then there is no relevant σ . Thus assume k > r.
Let σr = k1 and let k2 be the largest integer with k2 < k1 and
k2 /∈ σ1; : : : ; r. Let J ′k; r; σ = J ∈ Jk; r; σ k2 /∈ J and J ′′k; r; σ = J ∈
Jk; r; σ k2 ∈ J. Then the map sending J ∈ J ′k; r; σ to J ∪ k2 gives a bi-
jection from J ′k; r; σ to J
′′
k; r; σ . Moreover by Lemma 5.2, for J ∈ J ′k; r; σ , the
stabilizer of the character erσ of UJ ′ in PJ and that in PJ∪k2 are isomor-
phic. Moreover PJ and PJ∪k2 have a common p-Sylow subgroup, thusPJ/TPJ erσ and PJ∪k2/TPJ∪k2 erσ have the same p-part. We have
φJ;s = φJ∪k2;s, where we identify TPJ erσ ' TPJ∪k2 erσ.
Thus, by (6-2), we have
kPJ; ρ; i;φJ; s; j; erσ = kPJ∪k2; ρ; i;φJ∪k2; s; j; erσ:
If we look at the parity, we obtain the desired equation.
Proposition 6.2. For any integer k with 0 < k < n and any positive inte-
ger s, X
J∈Jk
−1In\JkPJ; ρ; i;φJ; s; j
= X
µ1=k;:::;µ2∈P˜n−1
µ1∪µ2`n
en′µ1+en′µ2=i
jgcdq−1;λsµ1;λµ2
−1δµ1q− 1δµ1+δµ2−1
× qlµ2/j−δµ2βαµ1 ∪ µ2; aρ
+ X
µ=k;:::∈Pn
en′µ=i
jgcdq−1;λsµ
−1δµq− 1δµ−1βαµ; aρ;
where the first sum of the right side means that we sum up over all pairs of
partitions µ1 and µ2 in P˜n−1 such that the largest part of µ1 is k, µ1 ∪µ2 is a
partition of n, en′µ1 + en′µ2 = i, and j divides gcdq− 1; λsµ1; λµ2.
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Now we give a proof of Theorem 3.1 assuming that Proposition 6.2 is
true. A proof of Proposition 6.2 is found thereafter.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. By Proposition 6.2 and Corollary 4.2, we haveX
J⊆In
−1In\JkPJ; ρ; i; det; j
= kGLn; q; ρ; i; det; j +
n−1X
k=1
X
J∈Jk
−1In\JkPJ; ρ; i;φJ; 1; j
= X
µ∈Pn
en′µ=i
jgcdq−1;λµ
qlµ/j−δµq− 1δµ−1βαµ; aρ
+ X
µ1; µ2∈P˜n−1
µ1∪µ2`n
en′µ1+en′µ2=i
jgcdq−1;λ1µ1;λµ2
−1δµ1q− 1δµ1+δµ2−1
× qlµ2/j−δµ2βαµ1 ∪ µ2; aρ
+ X
µ∈Pn; µ 6=n1
en′µ=i; jgcdq−1;λ1µ
−1δµq− 1δµ−1βαµ; aρ: (6-3)
If j - q− 1 or i > en′n1 = e( n2 , (6-3) is 0.
If i = en′n1 = e( n2 , the unique partition µ satisfying i = en′µ isn1. Thus, the last two sums of (6-3) are 0. So we haveX
J⊆In
−1In\JkPJ; ρ; i; det; j =

βn; aρ if j = 1,
0 otherwise.
If j  q− 1 and i < e( n2 , (6-3) is equal toX
µ1;µ2∈P˜n
µ1∪µ2`n
en′µ1∪µ2=i
jgcdq−1;λµ1;λµ2
−1δµ1q− 1δµ1+δµ2−1
× qlµ2/j−δµ2βαµ1 ∪ µ2; aρ
= X
µ∈Pnj
en′µ=i
X
µ1;µ2∈P˜nj
µ1∪µ2=µ
−1δµ1q− 1δµ1+δµ2−1
× qlµ2/j−δµ2βαµ; aρ;
where µ1 and µ2 are partitions including that of the empty set.
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Now we fix µ = ajl11 ; : : : ; ajlδδ  ∈ Pnj with en′µ = i. We calculateX
µ1;µ2∈P˜nj
µ1∪µ2=µ
−1δµ1q− 1δµ1+δµ2−1qlµ2/j−δµ2βαµ; aρ: (6-4)
Let µi = ajli11 ; : : : ; ajliδδ  for i = 1; 2 with l1j + l2j = lj and 0 ≤ lij ≤ lj .
Then (6-4) is equal to
l1X
l11=0
· · ·
lδX
l1δ=0
−1δµ1q− 1δµ1+δµ2−1qlµ2/j−δµ2βαµ; aρ:
Here we fix lij for i = 1; 2 and 1 ≤ j ≤ δ− 1, and we set δ′i = j  lij 6=
0; 1 ≤ j ≤ δ− 1 and l′2 =
Pδ−1
j=1 l2j . For an integer x, we set
zx =

0 if x = 0,
1 if otherwise.
Then, we have
lδX
l1δ=0
−1δµ1qlµ2/j−δµ2q− 1δµ1+δµ2−1βαµ; aρ
=
lδX
l1δ=0
−1δ′1+zl1δql′2+l2δ−δ′2−zl2δq− 1δ′1+δ′2−1+zl1δ+zl2δβαµ; aρ
= −1δ′1ql′2−δ′2q− 1δ′1+δ′2βαµ; aρ
×
lδX
l1δ=0
−1zl1δqlδ−l1δ−zlδ−l1δq− 1zl1δ+zlδ−l1δ−1
= −1δ′1ql′2−δ′2q− 1δ′1+δ′2βαµ; aρ
× qlδ−1 − qlδ−1 − qlδ−2 − · · · − q− 1 − 1
= 0:
Therefore (6-4) is 0; thus we haveX
J⊆In
−1In\JkPJ; ρ; i; det; j = 0:
Thus, Theorem 3.1 is true.
Proof of Proposition 6.2. Use induction on n. It is easily seen that Corol-
lary 3.2 for n = 1 holds. Thus we let n ≥ 2. If n ≥ 3, we assume that the
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assertion holds for all m with 2 ≤ m ≤ n − 1. Then, our induction hy-
pothesis implies that Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.2 hold for all m with
2 ≤ m ≤ n− 1.
By Lemma 6.1, we haveX
J∈Jk
−1In\JkPJ; ρ; i;φJ; s; j
= X
J∈Jk
mink; n−kX
r=0
X
σ∈6r
−1In\JkPJ; ρ; i;φJ;s; j; erσ
=
mink; n−kX
r=0
X
σ∈6k; r
X
J∈Jk; r; σ
−1In\JkPJ; ρ; i;φJ; s; j; erσ
=
mink; n−kX
r=0
X
J∈Jk; r; σr
−1In\JkPJ; ρ; i;φJ; s; j; erσr :
We calculate
P
J∈Jk; r; σr −1In\JkPJ; ρ; i;φJ;s; j; erσr  for each r.
For J ⊆ In, we let J1 = t − rt ∈ J ∩ r + 1; : : : ; k − 1, J2 = J ∩ Ir ,
and J3 = J2 ∪ r + 1; : : : ; n− k− 1. We remark that if k = r then PJ1 =
PJ1GL0; q = 1. Then, by Lemma 5.2, we have
TPJ erσr /UJ ′ ' PJ1GLk− r; q × PJ3GLn− k; q
and
φJ;sx =
8><>:
detx1sdetx2s+1 if n− k = r,
detx1sdetx2 if r = 0,
detx1sφJ3;s+1x2 otherwise,
for x ∈ TPJ erσr  if xUJ ′ corresponds to x1; x2 by the above isomor-
phism. Moreover, the p-part of PJ/TPJ erσr  is equal to q2k−r−1r/2 =
pe2k−r−1r/2.
Therefore, by Lemma 2.4 and (6-2), we have
kPJ; ρ; i;φJ;s; j; erσr 
=
fIrrB¯(TPJ erσr /UJ ′; ρ; i− e2k− r − 1r2 ; φJ; s; j′

= X
ρ1;ρ2∈IrrZ
ρ1ρ2=ρ
X
i1;i2≥0
i1+i2+e2k−r−1r/2=i
kPJ1; ρ1; i1; dets; j1
× kPJ3; ρ2; i2; φ′; j2
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with
φ′ =
8><>:
dets+1 if n− k = r,
det if r = 0,
φJ3; s+1 otherwise,
j1 =

1 if k = r,
j′/gcdq− 1; s; j′ otherwise,
and
j2 =

j′/gcdq− 1; s + 1; j′ if n− k = r < k,
j′ otherwise.
From now on, we calculate
P
J∈Jk; r; σr −1In\JkPJ; ρ; i;φJ;s; j; erσr  un-
der a further assumption on k and r, and finally, we conclude that the sum
of the values for relevant k, r gives the desired answer.
(1) If r = k = n− k, we haveX
J∈Jk; r; σr
−1In\JkPJ; ρ; i;φJ; s; j; erσr 
= X
J3⊆Ik
−1Ik\J3+1
× k

PJ3; ρ; i− e
k− 1k
2
; dets+1;
j
gcdq− 1; s + 1; j

:
Thus, by Corollary 3.2 for n = k, the induction hypothesis yieldsX
J∈Jk; r; σr
−1In\JkPJ; ρ; i;φJ;s; j; erσr 
=
8><>:
−βk; aρ if i− e
(
k
2
 = e(k2  and
j = gcdq− 1; s + 1; j;
0 otherwise
=
8><>:
−βαk2; aρ if i = en′k2 and
j  gcdq− 1; λsk2;
0 otherwise.
(6-5)
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(2) If r = k < n− k, the induction hypothesis yields
X
J∈Jk;r;σr
−1In\JkPJ; ρ; i;φJ;s; j; erσr 
= X
J3∈Jr
−1In−k\J3k

PJ3; ρ; i− e
k− 1k
2
; φJ3;s+1; j

= X
µ1=k;:::;µ2∈P˜n−k−1
µ1∪µ2`n−k
e
(
k
2

+en′µ1+en′µ2=i
jgcdq−1;λs+1µ1;λµ2
−1δµ1q− 1δµ1+δµ2−1
× qlµ2/j−δµ2βαµ1 ∪ µ2; aρ
+ X
µ=k;:::∈Pn−k
e
(
k
2

+en′µ=i
jgcdq−1;λs+1µ
−1δµq− 1δµ−1βαµ; aρ
= X
µ1=k;k;:::;µ2∈P˜n−1
µ1∪µ2`n
en′µ1+en′µ2=i
jgcdq−1;λsµ1;λµ2
−1δµ1q− 1δµ1+δµ2−1
× qlµ2/j−δµ2βαµ1 ∪ µ2; aρ
+ X
µ=k;k;:::∈Pn
en′µ=i
jgcdq−1;λsµ
−1δµq− 1δµ−1βαµ; aρ; (6-6)
where µ1 = k; k; : : : means that the largest part of µ1 is k and the mul-
tiplicity of k as a part of µ1 is greater than or equal to 2.
(3) If r = 0, then
X
J∈Jk;r;σr
−1In\JkPJ; ρ; i;φJ;s; j; erσr 
= X
J1⊆Ik
X
i1; i2≥0
i1+i2=i
X
ρ1;ρ2∈IrrZ
ρ1ρ2=ρ
−1Ik\J1+1kPJ1; ρ1; i1; dets; j/gcdq− 1; s; j
× kPIn−k; ρ2; i2; det; j
}
:
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Thus by Corollary 3.2, if j - gcdq− 1; s, the above equation is 0. Otherwise,
by Corollary 3.2 for n = k and Corollary 4.2, the above equation is equal toX
ρ1;ρ2∈IrrZ
ρ1ρ2=ρ
X
µ2∈Pn−k
en′µ2=i−e
(
k
2

jgcdq−1;λµ2
−βk; aρ1qlµ2/j−δµ2q− 1δµ2−1βαµ2; aρ2:
Thus, for any j, we haveX
J∈Jk;r;σr
−1In\JkPJ; ρ; i;φJ;s; j; erσr 
= X
µ2∈Pn−k
en′µ2=i−e
(
k
2

jgcdq−1;s;λµ2
−βgcdk; αµ2; aρqlµ2/j−δµ2q− 1δµ2
= X
µ2∈Pn−k
en′k+en′µ2=i
jgcdq−1;λsk;λµ2
−1δkβαk ∪ µ2; aρ
× qlµ2/j−δµ2q− 1δk+δµ2−1: (6-7)
(4) If r = n− k < k, thenX
J∈Jk; r; σr
−1In\JkPJ; ρ; i;φJ; s; j; erσr 
= X
i1;i2≥0
i1+i2+e2k−r−1r/2=i
X
ρ1;ρ2∈IrrZ
ρ1ρ2=ρ X
J1⊆Ik−r
−1Ik−r\J1kPJ1; ρ1; i1; dets; j/gcdq− 1; s; j

×
 X
J2⊆Ir
−1Ir\J2+2kPJ3; ρ2; i2; dets+1; j/gcdq− 1; s + 1; j

:
Thus, by Corollary 3.2 for n = r and n = k − r, if e 2k−r−1r2 + e
(
k−r
2
 +
e
(
r
2
 = i and j divides gcdq− 1; s; s + 1, then we haveX
J∈Jk; r; σr
−1In\JkPJ; ρ; i;φJ; s; j; erσr 
= X
ρ1;ρ2∈IrrZ
ρ1ρ2=ρ
βk− r; aρ1βr; aρ2
= q− 1βgcdk− r; r; aρ:
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Otherwise,
P
J∈Jk; r; σr −1In\JkPJ; ρ; i;φJ;s; j; erσr  = 0: Therefore we
have X
J∈Jk; r; σr
−1In\JkPJ; ρ; i;φJ; s; j; erσr 
=
8><>:
q− 1βgcdk− r; r; aρ;
if i = e(k2 + e( r2  and j  gcdq− 1; s; s + 1;
0 otherwise.
=
8><>:
q− 1βαk; r; aρ;
if i = en′k; r and j  gcdq− 1; λsk; r;
0 otherwise.
(6-8)
(5) Otherwise, i.e., if 0 < r < mink; n− k, we haveX
J∈Jk; r; σr
−1In\JkPJ; ρ; i;φJ; s; j; erσr 
= X
i1;i2≥0
i1+i2+e2k−r−1r/2=i
X
ρ1;ρ2∈IrrZ
ρ1ρ2=ρ X
J1⊆Ik−r
−1Ik−r\J1+1kPJ1; ρ1; i1; dets; j/gcdq− 1; s; j

×
 X
J3∈Jr
−1In−k\J3kPJ3; ρ2; i2; φJ3;s+1; j

:
By Corollary 3.2, if j - gcdq − 1; s, the above is equal to 0. If j  gcdq −
1; s, the above equation is equal toX
i2≥0
i2+e2k−r−1r/2+e
(
k−r
2

=i
X
ρ1;ρ2∈IrrZ
ρ1ρ2=ρ
−βk− r; aρ1
×
 X
µ1=r;:::;µ2∈P˜n−k−1
µ1∪µ2`n−k
en′µ1+en′µ2=i2
jgcdq−1;λs+1µ1;λµ2
−1δµ1q− 1δµ1+δµ2−1
× qlµ2/j−δµ2βαµ1 ∪ µ2; aρ2
+ X
µ=r;:::∈Pn−k
en′µ=i2
jgcdq−1;λs+1µ
−1δµq− 1δµ−1βαµ; aρ2

:
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Thus, for any j, we haveX
J∈Jk; r; σr
−1In\JkPJ; ρ; i;φJ; s; j; erσr 
= X
µ1=r;:::;µ2∈P˜n−k−1
µ1∪µ2`n−k
en′µ1+en′µ2+ek2=i
jgcdq−1;s;λs+1µ1;λµ2
−1δµ1+1q− 1δµ1+δµ2
× qlµ2/j−δµ2βgcdk− r; αµ1 ∪ µ2; aρ
+ X
µ=r;:::∈Pn−k
en′µ+e
(
k
2

=i
jgcdq−1;s;λs+1µ
−1δµ+1q− 1δµβgcdk− r; αµ; aρ
= X
µ1=k;r;:::;µ2∈P˜n−1
en′µ1+en′µ2=i
jgcdq−1;λsµ1;λµ2
−1δµ1q− 1δµ1+δµ2−1
× qlµ2/j−δµ2βαµ1 ∪ µ2; aρ
+ X
µ=k;r;:::∈Pn
en′µ=i
jgcdq−1;λsµ
−1δµq− 1δµ−1βαµ; aρ; (6-9)
where µ1 = k; r; : : : means that the largest and the second largest parts
of µ1 are k and r, respectively, and the multiplicity of k as a part of µ1 is 1.
If n = 2, then we have k = 1 and r is 0 or 1. So we have the assertion
of the proposition by adding equations in (1) and (3). We remark that (1)
and (3) are obtained only by Corollary 3.2 for n = 1. If n > 2, we add the
above equations for 0 ≤ r ≤ mink; n − k. Then we need the following
equations for n and k.
(a) If k < n− k, we add equations in (6-6), (6-7), and several (6-9)’s
for relevant r.
(b) If k > n− k, we add equations in (6-7), (6-8), and several (6-9)’s
for relevant r.
(c) If k = n− k, we add equations in (6-5), (6-7), and several (6-9)’s
for relevant r.
Then we have the assertion of the proposition.
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